FirstSearch

a world of information online

Available 23 hours per day, seven days per week, "down" hour 2 a.m. - 3 a.m.

using the following commands:

athena% add library <enter>

athena% tfirst

MAIN MENU FOR LIBRARY DATABASES

ENTER TO CONNECT TO THESE DATABASES

1 WorldCat, Articleslst, Contentslst, GPO, MEDLINE, ERIC, Applied Science and Technology Index

2 All the above, plus General Science Index, Humanities Index, Reader's Guide Abstracts, Social Sciences Index, Art Index, INSPEC, ABI/INFORM, MLA

3 PAIS, News Abstracts, and BIOSIS/FS

to select one of these databases choose #14 from the next screen

exit commands x (from MAIN MENU FOR LIBRARY DATABASES)

by (from anywhere else)

DATABASES AVAILABLE

SYMBOLOFMITISMYG

ABI/INFORM*—Covers nearly every aspect of business, including company histories and new product development. Citations include abstracts and indexes of significant articles from nearly 1,000 current business and management periodicals, 1971+

Applied Science & Technology Index (AppISciIndex)—Indexes more than 350 of the key, international English-language periodicals in the applied sciences and technology, 1983+

ArtIndex*—Leading publications in the world of the arts, 1984+

ArticleFirst*—Indexes the articles listed on the contents page for more than 11,000 journals in science, technology, medicine, social science, business, humanities and popular culture. Search by subject or author, 1990+

BIOSIS/FS—Information on recent developments in biological and biomedical sciences, derived from journals portion of BIOSIS Previews, current year and three previous years

ContentsFirst—Complete tables of contents pages for more than 11,500 journals in science, technology, medicine, social science, the humanities, and popular culture, 1990+

ERIC—700,000 annotated references to non-journal articles issued in Resources in Education (RIE) and to journal articles issued in Current Index to Journals in Education (CIJE), 1964+

GenSciIndex*—Leading general science periodicals, 1984+

GPO—335,000 records for U.S. government documents, July 1976+

Humanities Index*—Citations to articles in important humanities journals, 1984+

INSPEC*—Produced by the Institution of Electrical Engineers (IEE), is the world’s largest and most comprehensive source of published reference literature in physics, electrical and control engineering, electronics, and computing, 1987+

MEDLINE*—Indexes 3,500+ medical journals published internationally; most records include abstracts, 1986+

MLA*—Modern Language Association of America index on literature, languages, linguistics, and folklore, 1963+


PAIS Decade*—Represents the last ten years of the PAIS (Public Affairs Information Service) database. Topics covered include business, government, international relations, banking, environment, health, social sciences, demographics, law and legislation, political science, public administration, finance, education and statistics, covers most recent ten years

ReadGuideAbs*—Same as above with summaries, 1983+

Social Sciences Index*—Citations cover business, politics, foreign affairs, anthropology, community health and medical care, economics, geography, international relations, law and criminology, political science, psychiatry & psychology, social work, public welfare and sociology, 1983+

WorldCat*—more than 30 million bibliographic records from the year 1000+

*You can make interlibrary borrowing requests directly from this database. When you have found the item you need and determined that MIT does not own it, use the Order command, and choose Interlibrary Loan.

Commercial document delivery is available in many databases. Look for Order command in the action line.

For questions about Athena, call the Athena Consultants, x-4415, or use telnet. For questions about-firstSearch, contact Mary Pesyl, x-7756, mepesyl@mit.